CONDITIONALS TYPE ZERO MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ
1. If you add lemon juice to the salad,
_______________________________ .

6. If you put an egg in the microwave
oven, _______________________ .

a) it tastes sweet
b) it tastes sour
c) it tastes hot
d) it tastes salty

a) it becomes a lovely chick
b) you get a green egg
c) it explodes in a few seconds
d) you have a nice omelette

2. If you pull a dogs tail and hurt it,
___________________________ .

7. If you visit Madam Tussaud's,
________________________ .

a) it bites you immediately
b) it likes you very much
c) it goes to sleep
d) it eats some meat

a) you see many wax figures
b) you buy some bread
c) you watch TV and relax
d) you sleep comfortably

3. If it doesn't rain for a very long time,
___________________________ .

8. If your father's car breaks down ,
___________________________ .

a) you get overweight
b) the weather is snowy
c) you get a cold
d) the plants fade and dry

a) he leaves home early
b) he goes to the mechanic
c) he has a barbecue
d) he drives it fast

4. If you leave margarine under the sun,
___________________________ .

9. If she goes to work late,
_________________________ .

a) it doesn't change
b) it freezes in a short time
c) it turns blue or red
d) it melts soon

a) she gets a promotion
b) the boss gets angry
c) she earns more money
d) the boss becomes happy

5. If you go to the north pole,
___________________________ .

10. If you mix yellow and blue,
___________________________ .

a) you lose a lot of weight
b) you feel very hot and dry
c) you see a lot of snow and ice
d) you grow fruit and vegetables

a) you get green
b) you don't get anything
c) you go home early
d) you don't sleep well
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11. If you water a cactus every day,
________________________ .

16. If I get a very high mark from the
exam, my father __________________ .

a) they buy flowers
b) he plays football
c) she telephones you
d) it dies in a short time

a) becomes sick
b) get very angry
c) feels very happy
d) goes to work

12. Water freezes, if you
_______________________ .

17. If people see an accident, they
________________________ .

a) leave it under the sun
b) heat it at 100°C
c) cool it at 0°C
d) put it in the oven

a) telephone the post office
b) phone their parents
c) call an ambulance
d) run away quickly

13. If Susan eats a lot of fast food,
___________________________ .

18. Most people feel scared, if they
____________________ .

a) she gets overweight
b) she loses some weight
c) she lifts weights
d) she become very healthy

a) listen to rock music
b) play hide and seek
c) have a big breakfast
d) watch a horror movie

14. Your teeth look white and healthy, if
you _______________________ .

19. Fishermen stay at home, if
____________________ .

a) don't eat anything
b) don't play games
c) get up very early
d) brush them regularly

a) there is a carnival
b) there is a storm
c) there is a good film
d) there is sunshine

15. If it snows, he _______________
before he goes out.

20. If people don't use filters in factories,
the air ________________ .

a) puts on his slippers
b) wears his coat
c) puts on his watch
d) wears his t-shirt

a) gets dirtier
b) gets cleaner
c) gets cooler
d) gets nicer
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ANSWER KEY
1. b
2. a
3. d
4. d
5. c
6. c
7. a
8. b
9. b
10. a
11. d
12. c
13. a
14. d
15. b
16. c
17. c
18. d
19. b
20. a
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